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Carlo, thou might get triggered by the 

layout of thy page, 

 and yet the forests have to be saved.  

Hitherto OCD was well respected 

 but to save one page it was neglected. 
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Chapter 1: Welcome to 

Thornrose 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is the document for the dungeon master alone, it shall not be seen by other 

players. Everything that is written in bold should never be read to the Players. Bold text 

is often used to give you, Master, hints on what to do or just commands that you 

should follow.  

You are the players means of discovery and engine, lawmaker and god. You are also 

roleplaying the NPCs and the only source of information for the players while they’re 

experiencing the story. Lore and facts should be followed, and the players shouldn’t be 

able to leave the overarching story trajectory. You’re free to let them roleplay as much 

as they want inside the parameters of the story. 

Remember: Do NOT let your players die or kill each other! 

Give the Players page 3 and proceed to page 4. 
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Narrate: The dampened sound of stampeding hooves on the soft forest floor breaks the silence of this cold and 

dark October night. The carriage John Eden and his wife Mary occupy (Give the Player 1 and Player 2 cards 

from the character sheets to the respective player), dashes through the black forest in central England. This 

bleak place doesn’t feel comfortable for anyone... especially not for a young Entrepreneur couple like Mary 

and John, who made bank by masterminding the English steam machines market. Everyone knows each other 

here. No one would suggest for you to stay in a town like the one you will soon reach through this world ending 

storm… The big merging proposition with the local silk traders in mind, they spent their first three days and 

nights with the unknown coachman (Give the Coachman Porick card from the character sheets to the players). 

Some very faint fresh air oozes through the small squared window into the wooden carriage. The flickering 

candle light inside the carriage allows Mary just enough light and warmth, to see her husband. The interior of 

the carriage has been neglected at best. The cushions have holes and tears, the wooden walls are rotting, you 

can’t close the window and it’s only big enough to reach through it with your arm. 
„Coachman! How long until we arrive? “Mary asks impatiently. 

- Silence. 

Mary leans forward towards the little window and catches a glimpse of the coachman’s coat in the strong wind. 

„When will we arrive? “ 

A Bright thunderclap lights up the dark sky and echoes through the night. The coachman’s face glows 

demonically. 

„Soon Ma’am. “he responds harshly. 

Sometime later the carriage suddenly stops after you’ve heard some rattling and banging outside. 

 

Handoff to the player. They are now free to interact and move inside the carriage. 

The coach’s doors are locked. Should the player try to open the doors either with the needles or picking set or 

by brute force, then they will notice a knocked over lantern leaking burning oil onto the wooden bench up 

front. 

What can be found in the carriage: 

- Small window: Ghostly lights amidst the storm, a switch at the bottom of the footboard outside. 

(Describe as   a reflecting surface you can see but can’t reach) 

- Bench (you are sitting on inside): An old doctor ‘s bag (Inside: Used scalpels, some needles, clips and 

a few dried herbs and an empty glass bottle of rum) 

- Cushions: filled with bloody bandages 

- Below the bench there is a loose wooden plank 

- There are hot lanterns on each wall (very hot, they will burn their hands without gloves, can be taken if 

they use the gloves) 

- A small cabinet in the front wall (Washed out document: blueprints for some contraption to open the 

carriages floor (not readable), an old pocket watch and a pair of leather gloves) 

 

After finding the solution of dropping the bottle/wooden plank onto the reflecting surface of the switch outside 

and thus opening the contraption in the floor: 

- Underside of carriage is riddled with Japanese signs. 

- There is blood everywhere on the front and all over the horses, no coachman or body though. 

- the storm is raging on and you need shelter as soon as possible or you will probably die. 

- Proceed to chapter 2: Cobbs Web on page 5. 
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Chapter 2: Cobbs Web 
Welcome to chapter 2: “Cobb’s Web” beloved Dungeon Master, god of this world. As you enter the 

next chapter of this book and discover the secrets of Thornrose’s very own mysterious mansion, you 

should know that it is heavily based around your players solving the puzzles which lie before you. 

Helping them out here and there by improvising alternate solves for the harder riddles (if they’re 

stuck or you want to reward creative ideas) and basing your roleplay and lore on the facts and items 

hidden in the mansion is highly encouraged. That being said: good fortune and happy solving. 

 

 

 

 

Introduction: 

Narrate: After the violent vanishing of the coachman 

 and your escape from the carriage you’re disoriented 

 from the heavy weather. The air feels electric,  

you know lightning will strike you any second 

 if you don’t find shelter soon. 

 You have been stumbling through a dense 

 forest for half an hour when you see 

 a moonlit clearing in front of you. 

 You step out into the open night and find  

yourself before a mansion so elegant and rich 

 not even you fathom building and financing 

 something as extravagant as this.  

Proceed to Page 6: Mansion from Outside 
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Rooms: 

Mansion from Outside: (Give page 7 to the Players) 

 

1) Main Entrance: 

a. Look at: “This mansion´s main door” 

b. Knock: “You knock multiple times, no one seems to be inside” 

c. Open:” The door is properly locked” 

2) Water Pipe: 

a. Look at: “Look like standard drainage pipes “ 

b. Climb: “You climb them and get on the balcony” 

3) Broken Window: 

a. Look at: “You don´t know what broke those windows but at least it looks like a way inside” 

b. Enter:  

i.  Narrate: As you inch closer towards the opening, the cracking beneath your feet 

becomes louder. Distinctly louder. As you place your second foot on the ground an 

ear shattering breaking noise accompanies the crumbling stone beneath your feet. 

Your vision abruptly goes dark.  

ii. Go to page 8 (Storage Room) 
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Storage Room: (Give page 9 to the Players) 

Narrate: You open your eyes. The moonlight shining through the hole in the ceiling is shining in your face as 

you regain your senses. At least you’re finally safe from the storm. It seems like you’ve stumbled into some sort 

of cellar. There’s cupboards, machines, cabins and wooden logs everywhere. 

 

1) Special contraption: 

a. Look at: “It appears to be some sort of Mechanical Contraption covered by a veil “ 

b. Remove veil: Take page 27. (Special Contraption Close Up) 

2) Pile of logs: 

a. Look at: “A traditional pile of logs used to keep yourself warm” 

b. Pick up: Give player Wooden Logs from the small Items  

3) Shelving unit: 

a. Look at: “A shelving unit containing various types of Cheese as well as a Map “ 

b. Take Map: Give Player page 40. (Map Item)  

4) Locked door: 

a. Look at: “The door is locked... doesn´t seem to want to open” 

b. To Open: 

i. Uncover the secret contraption 

ii. Put Wooden logs underneath the contraption to move it in front of the door 

iii. Pull the lever on the machine to break the doors lock:” as you pull the lever the 

machine quickly contracts and breaks the doors lock” 

iv. Open the door: Go to page 10. (Main Hall) 
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Main Hall: (Give page 11 to the Players) 

Narrate: Breathtaking. A beautifully designed entrance hall surrounds you. Preposterous level of detail 

everywhere. Small etchings in furniture, embellishment rich railings. And lots of doors.  

 

1) Workshop door: 

a. To Enter/Open: 

i. Requires Master Key Item 

ii.  Go to page 18. (Workshop) 

2) Oil lamp: 

a. Pick up: give player Oil Lamp from the small Items 

3) Statue: 

a. Look at: “A beautiful statue” 

4) Builders Room Door: 

a. Enter/Open: Go to page 12 (Builders Room) 

5) Study Door: 

a. Enter/Open: Go to page 14 (Study) 

6) Clock: 

a. Look at: Take page 25 (Clock close up) 

7) Master Bedroom: 

a. To Enter/Open: 

i. Requires Master Key Item 

ii. Go to page 16 (Master Bedroom) 

8) Corridor Door: 

a. Enter/Open: Go to page 21 (Corridor) 
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Builders Room: (Give page 13 to the Players) 

Narrate: A cramped, untidy room. You see clothes lying around, paintings crooked and documents all over the 

place. Seems like a room that would be inhabited by someone smart, easily lost in his thoughts. Architects tools 

on the desk would suggest someone with structural knowledge lives here. 

 

1) Full Bin: 

a. Look at: “Just a bin full of old discarded projects” 

2) Weird Drawer: 

a. Look at: “It looks like a normal drawer, but the size implies a hidden compartment in 

the drawer” 

b. Remove fake bottom to get to the secret compartment: Take page 29 (Weird drawer 

Close up) 

3) Wardrobe: 

a. Look at/Look inside: “It´s empty, some of the clothing Is laying around the room but 

it probably means that someone planned a quick travel” 

4) Bed: 

a. Look at: “Like the rest of the room the bed is covered in clothing, but apart from that 

it´s just a normal bed” 
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Study: (Give page 15 to the Players) 

Narrate: An elegant study room. Definitely the private office of someone important, quite possibly the owner 

of the mansion. Tasteful massive furniture and neatly structured objects. 

 

1) Box on the table: 

a. Look at: “It´s a standard box, looks open” 

b. Open: 

i. “Inside you find a weird Agenda” 

ii. Give player page 44 (Cobbsworth´s agenda) 

iii. If after having received the deciphering notes the players are to lazy to do the 

entire deciphering themselves, you can give them page 45 (Cobbsworth´s 

agenda autocompleted) 

2) Painting: 

a. Look at: Take page 37 (Painting Close Up) 

3) Bookshelf: 

a. Look at: “It´s full of international literature, some of them in an Asian language you 

can´t distinguish” 
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Master Bedroom: (Give page 17 to the Players) 

Narrate: A wide room opens before you. The enormous silk bed only takes up a small portion of the 

room. Who slept here and where is he now? 

 

1) Heater: 

a. Look at: Take page 33 (Heater Close Up) 

2) Table with Oil Lamp: 

a. Look at: “Nothing special on the table” 

b. Take Lamp: Give player Oil Lamp from the small Items 

3) Weird panel behind the bed: 

a. Look at: “It looks like there’s something hidden behind it” 

b. Remove panel: Take page 31 (Safe Close Up) 

4) Bed: 

a. Look at: “A bed worthy of a king, you think” 
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Workshop: (Give page 20 to the Players) 

Narrate: A contraption spanning multiple walls, an old heater, many tools and a workbench. This must be 

someone’s workshop. Perhaps one of the staff’s technicians works here… a brilliant mind most definitely. 

  

This workshop contains a more difficult puzzle, the players want to get the deciphering notes which are on top 

of the rotatory drawers (Nr. 4 on picture). To do so they will first have to turn on the Heater (Nr.2 on picture). 

As soon as the Heater starts working the Praxinoskop will be activated and start rotating this is caused by the 

following mechanic: the Heater emits steam that ends up in the tube, there are 3 valves to limit the flow of 

steam and increase the pressure, these are: Number 7 the Sawing table´s valve, Number 3 the Rotatory 

drawers´ valve and the valve on top of Number 5 the Praxinoskop. If more than one valve is opened at the 

same time the pressure in the system is not enough and nothing works, if only 1 valve is opened and the other 

2 are closed that specific object will work.  

At the start the valves state is the following: 7: Closed, 3: Closed, 5: Open. This causes the Praxinoskop (Nr.5) 

to work. If the players open another valve the system will stop because of lack of pressure. To get to the 

deciphering notes on top of Nr.4 the valves state has to be the following: 7:Closed, 3:Open , 5: Closed. 

1) Sawing table: 

a. Look at: “An automatic sawing table” 

b. If active: “The Saw starts rotating and moving along the table, you feel amazed by 

the level of innovation present in this room” 
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Workshop (Page 2): 

2) Heater: 

a. Look at: “A normal heater, looks important for making this room function” 

b. To Turn on: 

i. Use Fire Logs Item 

ii. Use Oil Lamp Item 

iii. “The heater starts working, you can feel the steam entering the tubes and 

room getting warmer” 

3) Steam valve: 

a. To turn on: 

i. Heater must be on 

ii.  Other 2 valves must be turned off 

iii. “You turn the valve On, the Rotatory drawers star rotating” 

4) Rotatory drawers: 

a. Look at: “Some kind of rotating machine with drawers” 

b.  To pick up Deciphering Notes on the last drawer: 

i. Rotatory drawers must be rotating, Valve Nr.3 must be the only one active 

ii. “You pick up the deciphering notes right as they rotate around, this causes 

a weird manual to fall with it, it looks rather interesting” 

iii. Give player Page 46 (Deciphering Notes) and Give Player Page 41 (plans 

for the clock) 

5) Praxinoscope: 

a. Look at: It appears to be an automatic praxinoscope 

b. If active: “The rotating object causes a series of images to be displayed on the wall 

in front of you” 

c. Turn On/Off the valve: “You turn the valve On/Off” 

6) Wood pile: 

a. Pick up: Give player Wooden Logs from the small Items 

7) Sawing tables steam valve: 

a. Turn On: “You feel the pressure in the tubes being reduced” 

b. Turn Off: “The tubes crackle as the pressure in them increases” 

8) Tools on the desk: 

a. Look at: “Some interesting tools, probably some innovative gadgets for the 

trigonometry fans” 
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Corridor: (Give page 22 to the Players) 

Narrate: You gasp, the door in front of you is the most peculiar one that you have ever sighted, you wonder 

what secrets lie beyond it. 

 

This is the special door that leads to the last room of the chapter, to open it the players must have 2 

things: The Special Key Item and the knowledge of the combination. Do not let them play around 

with the door´s combination lock before they find the “Plans for the Door”. 

1) Special Door: 

a. Look at: “A interesting door that appears to be also locked by a mechanical code 

mechanism as well as a key lock “ 

b. To Open: 

i. Use the Special Key Item 

ii. Put the round mechanism in the same positions as in the Door plans 

1. Outer Circle at 12 o´clock 

2. Middle Circle at 6 o´clock 

3. Inner Circle at 1:30 o´clock 

iii. Go to page 23 (Meeting Room) 
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Meeting room: (Give page 24 to the Players) 

Narrate:  The reinforced door squeaks heavily while swinging open. A vile stench fills your nostrils and you 

barely manage to keep your last meal from finding its way up your throat. What looked like a meeting room is 

now a mixture of blood, guts and sorrow. What happened here?   

 

If the players are exhausted or can´t seem to trigger the 3 flashbacks in the intended way feel free to trigger the 

flashbacks freely. Also feel free to tell them to leave the mansion as soon as they have seen all 3 Flashbacks and 

have collected the Heart. 

1) Suspicious button: 

a. Press:  Take Page 35 (Centerpiece Close Up) 

2) Dead man on his chair: 

a. Look at: Read Page 39(Flashback 1) 

3) Broken window: 

a. Look at: Read Page 39 (Flashback 2) 

b. To Leave: 

i. Get all 3 Flashbacks  

ii. Have the Heart Item 

iii. Go to Chapter 3 

4) Centerpiece: 

a. Look at: Read Page 39 (Flashback3) 

5) Dead men on the wall: 

a. Look at: “It looks like a very painful way to die, you stop looking scared of throwing up” 

6) Liquor cabinet: 

a. Look at: “A Cabinet filled with what must have been very pricy liquors, sadly they lose their 

value if the bottles break and the liquor mixes with blood” 
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Close ups: 

Clock: (Give page 26 to the Players) 

Narrate: It´s a beautiful old clock, it´s beauty inspires you to buy one on your own when you get back home. 

 

If the players have not yet found the “plans for the clock” make them believe that the clock is not relevant to 

the story. They should not deal with the clock until later into the game! 

1) Clock panel: 

a. Look at: “It´s a beautiful clock” 

b. Change the time to 9 o´clock: “the clock strikes once “ 

c. To open: 

i. Change the time to 9 o´clock and pull the Counterweight down: this causes the 

clock to strike twice 

ii. “The clock panel opens and inside you find an interesting key” 

iii. Give player Special Key from the small Items 

2) Left Counterweight: 

a. Look at: “It´s a counterweight, from your knowledge of clocks it´s probably responsible 

for keeping this clock going” 

b. Pull down all the way:  

i. “As you pull it to the bottom the clock strikes once 
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Special contraption: (Give page 28 to the Players) 

Narrate: A monstrous machine reveals itself from below the veil. 

 

This machine should be used by the player to break open the doors handle. The machine CANNOT 

kill the players. You can hint the players towards the fact that the machine is light enough to be 

dragged around if there is something below it.  

1) Special Contraption: 

a. Look at: “It´s some kind of Contraption but you can´t seem to understand what it was 

used for, there’s a lever on the side.” 

b. Pull lever: The metal bars quickly pull together with the force to maybe even kill a 

human being” 
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Weird drawer: (Give page 30 to the Players) 

Narrate: You finally get the fake bottom to lift up. 

 

1) Builders Diary: 

a. Look at:” It´s an old diary, it must contain something important to be hidden like 

this” 

b. Take:  

i. “there are some unsent letters inside, the rest of the diary is empty” 

ii. Give player page 43 (Builders journal)  

2) Master key: 

a. Look at: “It probably belongs to this mansion” 

b. Take: Give player Master Key from the small Items 
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Safe (Master Bedroom): (Give page 32 to the Players) 

Narrate: You gently remove the panel. 

 

1) Combination Lock:  

a. Look at: “it´s one of those 4-digit safes that I’ve seen around “ 

b. to Open: 

i. insert the 4-digit code from Cobbsworth´s diary. (3769) 

ii. “the safe is half empty and contains no money, only a diary with economical 

information’s and these weird Plans” 

iii. Give player Page 42. (Plans for the special door) 
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Heater (Master Bedroom): (Give page 34 to the Players) 

Narrate: It´s one of those new fancy heaters, you think. 

 

1) Half Burned Letter: 

a. Look at: “it appears to be a small part of a letter that survived the heat of a previous 

fire” 

b. Pick up: Give player page 47 (Half Burned Letter) 
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Centerpiece (Meeting room): (Give page 36 to the Players) 

Narrate: As you press the button a weird container comes out of the center of the table 

 

1) The heart: 

a. Look at: “It appears to be some kind of weird partly rotten heart” 

b. Pick up: 

i.  “you pick up the heart from the container, you scream in horror as you feel it 

still beating”  

ii. Give player The Heart from the small Items 
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Painting(Study): (Give page 38 to the Players) 

Narrate: As you look closer at the Painting you it doesn´t look as well drawn as you expect from such 

a mansion…  

 

1) Portrait man: 

a. Look at: “Probably one of the mansions owner relatives, he doesn´t as wealthy 

compared to this mansion…” 

2) Poem: 

a. Look at: “It´s definitely a poem but it feels incomplete...” 
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Flashbacks: 

Flashback 1:  

Narrate: A dark veil clouds your vision. You see shadows around a table. This table. As the migraine 

clears you realise that the shadows are business men, Wesley Cobbsworth, head of the table and his 

henchmen. You hear screams from another room. Terrible painful cries of terror. Children, women 

and men. Three of the men drag in two children and one woman. Cobbsworth reaches into the 

middle of the table and retrieves something. Everyone in the room goes quiet. There is absolute 

silence. He carries it back to his seat. With every step the noises resound in your head, amplifying 

themselves. There is something bloody, something ancient attached to Cobbsworth.   

“Gentlemen!” – he proclaims while his fleshy chins vibrate wildly.  

“We have each indulged in our festivities, each of us equipped with cigars and brandy until the early 

morning hours.” – he tries to laugh but all that comes out is his asthmatic wheezing.  

“Let’s finally start with the vote. This year we have three excellent choices. A boy of 5 years, the child 

of some worker from the edge of town. This orphan, 15 years old… his only friend one lousy girl 

from his orphanage. And then this fine whore. Someone’s wife from outside.” As he presents the 

beautiful woman, lust flares in their cruel eyes. Someone shouts that he knows exactly what to do with 

the last one before the vote and that he’ll pay a good sum for her. The men laugh 

and Cobbsworth pushes her to the ground hard.  

“Very well. Let us vote then. Which one of the boys is it going to be?”  

Almost all the men vote nay on the younger one.   

Wesley Cobbsworth nods and pulls out the object he recovered earlier. Seems to be heart shaped. 

Alongside he is holding a gleaming silver dagger. He places the object on the table and slowly cuts 

open the boys’ throat, making sure that the gushing bloodstream seeps onto its surface.   

Sudden intense pain clouds your vision completely and you’re back in the room. This massacre. 

These people. What is this? What happened here?  
 

 

Flashback 2: 

Narrate: The child is now dead on the ground. You see Cobbsworth returning the object that is now 

radiating twisted darkness into the table. You hear a scream, a frightening screeching so loud your 

ears start bleeding and you are pushed out of the vision.    
 

 

Flashback 3:  

Narrate: You see an enormous spider like figure ripping limbs from bodies, screaming, searching  

 and killing… and feeding. You see Cobbsworth stumbling out of the window. Trying to save himself 

while everyone is annihilated by that… thing. Everyone is dead. She seems to be looking for 

something or someone. Her focused hate and agony is too strong, her screams force you out of your 

final vision.  
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Items: Map:  
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Plans for the clock: 
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Plans for the special door:  
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Builders journal:  
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Cobbsworth´s agenda: 
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Cobbsworth´s agenda autocompleted: (if your player is too lazy to decipher the agenda 

after finding the deciphering notes give the auto complete notes instead)  
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Deciphering notes: 
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Half burned letter: 

     


